JANA Partners’ Summer Tradition

You can count on two things during the summer in New York City: several bouts of sweltering heat and the staunch support of JANA Partners. On July 9, 2015, 30 of their employees travelled to Dunlevy Milbank Center, in Harlem, and split into groups to tackle some major projects across the property. One group painted a mural as well as repainted picnic tables and walls on the rooftop. Another group completely cleaned up the center courtyard and planted new bushes and grass. The third group cleaned and planted the garden that is used to teach classes for our Go!Healthy programs.

This is the fourth Go!Healthy site in which JANA Partners invested their time and money. JANA paid for the entire cost of the project and supplemented that with additional funding for Go!Healthy.

Huge thanks to JANA for their commitment to kids in New York City.